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PAS11 Seats Q50 225

Counter Terrorism Street Furniture
Igneo PAS 68

Igneo Seating

Igneo is a modular seating system that offers unique contemporary styling, 

combined with functionality and exceptional impact performance.

The Igneo seat has been successfully crash tested in accordance with PAS 68 

using a 7.5 tonne (N2) lorry at 40mph.

Igneo seating can be specified to any length, using any number of modules, 

dependant on location and the amount of seating places required.

Manufactured from Marshalls’ fibre reinforced precast concrete, the seating system is 

further strengthened by our unique RhinoGuard™ technology, which is cast into the 

individual seating modules during the manufacturing process.

In addition to its impressive impact resistance, Igneo also provides an extremely 

durable seating solution. Extremely hard wearing, the seating is designed to 

withstand the rigours of the toughest modern urban environments.

Due to the natural weathering properties of concrete, the pieces will require 

minimal maintenance and upkeep. The seating has a high vandal resistance and is 

supplied with an anti-graffiti coating as standard.

Arm rests can be installed between the seating sections. Manufactured in our 

Ferrocast® polyurethane material, they too provide an extremely long life span, 

requiring very little maintenance. Arm rests can be ordered in any standard RAL 

colour to match individual requirements. For more information on the colour range, 

please turn to page 426.

Colours and Finishing 

As standard, the seating is supplied with a smooth etched finished across the 

seating and backrest areas, and a more textured, exposed finish on the underside.

The products are available in four colourways as standard designed to coordinate 

with Marshalls leading range of concrete paving:

n   Cream

n   Boulevard Black

n   Conservation Silver Grey

n   Conservation Charcoal

Cream Boulevard Black Conservation 
Silver Grey

Conservation 
Charcoal
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Marshalls Street Furniture offer concrete seating that will meet the demands of any 

landscape and will suit most budgetary requirements.

Concrete seating is extremely durable and well withstands the rigours of modern 

environments. Robust and hardwearing, it is ideal for urban areas where there will 

be frequent street cleaning or the threat of deliberate damage. Concrete seating 

weathers naturally and, therefore, will require minimal maintenance.

Marshalls Street Furniture offer the following concrete seating:

Monoscape Barioni and Scala are two ranges of German design from Stein and 

Design that will provide a more sculptured aesthetic to an environment. Riva seating 

juxtaposes defined lines in concrete with curves and is polished to emulate the fine 

Igneo Seat, Seaton 

Concrete Seating
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shotblast finish of granite. Scala seating expresses clear lines and combines concrete 

with steel, stainless steel and wooden seating slats.

Bellitalia concrete seating combines style with form and function. Innovative 

design features seats and benches from cast concrete, and precious stone that give 

a beautiful marble lustre finish as well as concrete combined imaginatively with 

metals such as steel, stainless steel and copper.

Marshalls Street Furniture are able to undertake bespoke commissions; we offer a full 

technical advice and design service to take creative concepts through to production.

For colour swatches please see page 419.


